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H O P E COLLEGE ♦ H O L L A N D , M I C H I G A N

Sara Duhr focuses
on S TEP’S future

CIS in review

Katelynn Dreyer
C o -C a m p u s E d i t o r

One of the smallest offices
on the Hope College campus
is home to one of the largest
voices. Sara Duhr (’12) spends
most of her day in a small, con
stricting office with no windows.
However, the photos and flowers
carefully laid about are vibrantly
cheerful and make up for the
lack of natural light.
From the moment I stepped
into her office I was greeted by
a cheery, bright-eyed young
lady who was eager to tell me
all about her role at Hope Col
lege. Within minutes of meeting
Duhr, I feltcomfortable discuss
ing my own lifewith her and was
intrigued to hear about the role
she plays on campus.
Duhr s passion for her job
as the sexual harassment and
assault policy educator is un
deniable. That, paired with her
support of students, is precisely
what makes her a remarkable
and necessary contributor to the
student development office.

THE C R U X OF THE MATTER — Gary M. Burge, of Wheaton College, spoke on the past
Issues of Israel and Palestine In his keynote address and focus session. Hope College
hosted 17 other speakers for the annual event.
See the full story on page 7.

Leo takes an Oscar

Anchored in Hope

W ikipedia C o m m o n s

BIG TIME IN THE SPOTLIGHT— Check out the results of this past Sunday’s Oscars.
The award show Is In Its 88th year. Winners of the night Included, “Mad Max: Fury Road,”
“The Revenant,” “Spotlight,” “Bridge of Spies,” “Room” and others.
See the full story on page 6.

h

S T E P over the years
Duhr was part of the group
of students who created STEP
in 2011 and has been an active
member in the years since.
“I was one of the students
who helped form the group, and
now I get to come back around
and be their advisor, so that’s
been a really fun experience for
me," Duhr said.
Upon creating this program,
a lotofthought was put into how
to make it last and change the
lives of Hope College students.
With the number of students
involved dramatically rising, it
seems STEP is a program that
has not only lasted but is con
tinuing to flourish on campus.

Duhr graduated from Hope
College in 2012 with a Bachelor
of Arts in Psychology and w o m 
en's studies. She then spent the
following year at the University
of Michigan pursuing her Mas
The Future of STE P
ters of Social Work.
“Wanting to be in this field
Over the years, STEP has
has always been an opportunity
that I wanted to pursue. I've transitioned from a small stu
tried to pursue other avenues dent group into a powerful, life
just to see, but I always got led changing organization. More
students are curious and inter
right back here,” Duhr said.
Although she took her time ested in STEP, and Duhr cred
experimenting with other jobs, its them for the success of the
all of which related to social group.
“Students have a growing
work, she ended up right back
at where she started: Hope Col support for the group . . . that
extra support is going to keep
lege.
the group thriving,” Duhr said.
The m a n y roles of Sara Duhr The growth of the group has
also resulted in more interest
Among the many aspects of in the campus-wide projects
her job, Duhr is the advisor for and therefore, the enrollment
the STEP program, which stands in the program has increased
for Students Teaching and E m  in the past years. Duhr hopes
that the program keeps growing
powering Peers.
The program itself, according and reaching more students on
to the STEP application, is“com campus this semester and in the
prised of Hope College students years to come.
that wish to educate their peers
SEE STEP, PAGE 2
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Hocus Focus

Issues ofCritical Importance

Prepare forthe Madness

D a n Martin w o w e d H o p e stu
dents with s o m e fancy tricks.

H o p e College’s spring edition of the Critical Issues
S y m p o s i u m centered around the Middle East.

Both m e n ’s and w o m e n ’s basketball teams have en
tered March Madness, check out the brackets.
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about interpersonal violence,
empower students to become
active bystanders and positively
affect social change on campus.”
In addition to her role in the
STEP program, where the focus
is on prevention and response,
Duhr is involved in some policy
work and is also a confidential
advocate on campus.
“[Ifocus on] overallwhat our
education [is] looking like for
students on campus throughout
their four years,” Duhr said.
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STEP program Two Hope graduates honored with young alumni awards
thriving under Dr. Emilie Dykstra Goris (’08) and Dr. Jonathan Moerdyke (’09) will be awarded on Thursday
Duhr’s lead
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♦ STEP, fro m p a g e 1
Although it’s a program that
has only been around for five
years, the progress has been
undeniable.
Students in STEP, along
with many individuals on cam
pus, believe that STEP is more
than just another on campus
program. Duhr’s involvement
in the STEP program has posi
tively impacted a variety of
students on the Hope College
campus.
"These students have a fire
in them, which is really neat,
so ifthere are ways that we can
harness that and cultivate that,
I think [it’s] really powerful for
them to see [that] you can turn
a passion into something you
can see results from,” Duhr said.

Changing lives one day at
a time
In order to be in the profes
sion that Duhr is in, an indi
vidual must fully understand
how mentally and emotionally
challenging a variety of inter
personal encounters can be.
Therefore, Duhr also works
closely with Counseling and
Psychological Services (CAPS)
on campus in order for students
to cope with the mental aspect
of interpersonal violence.
“If we can intervene early,
we can . . . change the course
of someone’s suffering or expe
rience after a trauma, and that
kind of mental health aspect
can be huge,” Duhr said.
Although she constantly
provides an outlet for students
who are suffering emotional,
mental and even physical trau
mas, Duhr admits that her work
can be emotionally demanding
and exhausting.
“Some days are easier than
others. It all depends, but I
think doing the prevention
work and working with peer
educators really gives me a nice
balance,” Duhr said.
The mixture of working with
the STEP program and her of
fice work is a nice change of
pace and gives Duhr a blend of
two extremes. It’s the balance
of the two that turns Duhr's job
into something that she loves to
do.
Overall, Duhr hopes that she
changes the lives of students on
campus, whether it be through
the STEP program, group ther
apy or private conversation.
She is excited for the future of
the STEP program and the way
students get involved with it on
campus.
Although Duhr may not be
well known to many on cam
pus, those who know her can all
agree that she is a key member
of Student Development. They
also agree that she is a key com
ponent to Hope College and the
voice of those who believe they
no longer have a say in their
lives.

The Hope College Alumni
Association will present Young
Alumni Awards on Thursday,
March 3, to two graduates who
have received national recog
nition for research that they
have conducted as they have
pursued their careers in the
sciences.
The association is recogniz
ing Dr. Emilie Dykstra Goris
of Holland, a 2008 graduate
who is an assistant professor
of nursing at Hope; and Dr.
Jonathan Moerdyk of N e w Al
exandria, Pennsylvania, a 2009
graduate who is an assistant
professor of chemistry at Seton
Hill University in Greensburg,
Pennsylvania. The awards will
be presented during a dinner at
the college’s Haworth Inn and
Conference Center at 6 p.m.
The Young Alumni Award
was established to honor the
talents and contributions that
young alumni have made to
their professions, their com
munities and to the college,
and was first presented in
2007. Criteria include having
been a member of the Alumni
Association for 15 or fewer
years; notable prominence
through professional endeavor,
research, volunteerism, and/or
involvement with the local or
global community or the col
lege; and demonstrating sig
nificant initiative by starting
innovative service projects,
research, businesses or other
original enterprises.
Dykstra Goris has been a
member of the Hope faculty
since 2012. Her teaching and
research interests include crit
ical care nursing/acute care
of the adult, neuropsychiatric
symptoms in Alzheimer's dis
ease and genetics.
In 2014, she was one of
only 25 applicants nation
wide chosen to attend that
vear’s National Institute of
Nursing Research Summer
Genetics Institute at the Na
tional Institutes of Health in
Bethesda, Maryland. In 2015,
she received the Outstanding
Dissertation Award from the
Physiology, Behavior, Genom
ics & Society Research Section
of the Midwest Nursing Re
search Society. Other recogni
tion and support of her work
through the years includes the
prestigious John A. Hartford
Foundation Building Academ
ic Geriatric Nursing Capacity
BAGNC) Predoctoral Schol
arship Award for 2011-13, re
ceived while she was pursuing
ier doctorate in nursing at
Michigan State University, and
a current grant from the Ken
neth H. Campbell Foundation
dr Neurologic Research. She
las authored or co-authored
multiple articles published
in scholarly journals and has
made several presentations
during professional conferenc
es regarding her research.

A
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CLOSE TO H O M E - Dyks
tra Goris' researches symp
toms of Alzheimer’s patients.

30 U N D E R 30— Forbes recognized Moerdyk as one of the

Dykstra Goris majored in
nursing at Hope, where she
participated in collaborative
faculty-student, research men
tored by former faculty m e m 
ber Dr. Susan Dunn. Her activ
ities as a student also included
the Hope Student Nurses As
sociation, student-organized
Dance Marathon fund-raiser
on behalf of Helen DeVos Chil
dren’s Hospital, Gospel Choir
and Nykerk Cup competition.
Among other honors she re
ceived as a student, she was
named to the college's chapters
of the Sigma Xi science honor
ary and Phi Beta Kappa.
Prior to returning as a m e m 
ber of the faculty, she was a
registered nuijse with the Sur
gical Intensive Care Unit at
Spectrum Health Hospitals in
Grand Rapids. She also served
as an alumna member of the
Hope College Nursing Advi
sory Council and returned to
campus as an invited speaker.
Among other community
involvement, she is a member
of Pillar Church in Holland.
She and her husband, Don,
have a young son at home.
Moerdyk, a member of the
Seton Hill University faculty
since 2014, has received mul
tiple honors for his ground
breaking research, conducted
while pursuing his doctorate
at the University of Texas at
Austin, developing diamidocarbenes, a new class of car
bon-based compounds aimed
at mimicking select properties
of metals.
In 2013, he was part of a se
lect group of young research
ers from 78 countries invited
to participate in the Nobel
Laureate Meeting in Lindau,
Germany, an opportunity for
the newest generation of sci
entists to mingle with N o 
bel Prize winners and discuss
their work and ideas. He was
subsequently named to two
“30 Under 30" lists as an out
standing young scientist: by
Scientific American in 2013,
and by Forbes in 2015. In ad
dition, his doctoral research
was highlighted in Chemical
and Engineering News in 2012,
the same year that he was also
named a William Powers Jr.
Graduate Fellow.
Moerdyk also received m a 
jor national recognition as a

student a Hope, where as a
chemistry major he conducted
research with Dr. Jason Gillmore. In 2008 he was present
ed one of only 321 Goldwater
Scholarships awarded nation
wide, and in 2009 he received
Honorable Mention in the Na
tional Science Foundation’s
Graduate Research Fellowship
program— recognition that he
also received in 2010.
In addition to research, his
activities at the college includ
ed varsity baseball, intramural
sports and InterVarsity Chris
tian Fellowship. He was also
named to the college's chapters
of Mortar Board, the Sigma Xi
science honorary and Phi Beta
Kappa.
His wife, Kathryn, is a 2008
Hope graduate. His c o m m u 
nity activities include science
demonstrations for high school
and middle school students,
Habitat for Humanity and a
mission trip to Haiti through

most Influential scientists under 30 years of age. His work on
reactive carbon based metals has received high praise.
Newlonsburg
Presbyterian
Church. He had an opportu
nity to connect with current
Hope research students this
past summer, speaking infor
mally with them while attend
ing the Great Lakes/Central
Regional American Chemical
Society meeting.
Both Dykstra Goris and M o 
erdyk will also present work
shops hosted by the Alumni
Association and the college's
Career Development Center
for students as they consider
their lives after graduation.
Dykstra Goris will present
“What A m I Going to Do Now?
Goals and Decisions in an U n 
certain Time” on Wednesday,
March 2, and Moerdyk will
present “Photochromes, Carbenes and Defining Success: A
Young Chemist's Perspective”
on Thursday, March 3.

Detroit
schools
getting
help
Former judge Steven Rhodes appointed to manage district

P ERSPECTIVES

The banking system
and the next crisis
Ryan Skowronek
S taff W riter

REPAIRS NEEDED — Teachers walk past missing celling tiles in Osborn Collegiate A c a d e m y

“The few w h o understand
the system will either be
so interested in its profits
or be so dependent upon
its favors that there will
be no opposition from
that class, while the great
body of people, mentally
incapable of comprehending
the tremendous advantage
that capital derives from
the system, will bear its
burdens without complaint,
a n d perhaps without even
suspecting that the system is
inimical to their interests.”

of Mat h e m a t i c s Science and Technology In Detroit. In recent w e e k s teachers have organized
sick-outs to protest poor building conditions.

— Rothschild brothers, 1863

A P Images

Alex Bellca
W o r l d C o -Ed u o r

Starting Tuesday, March 1,
Steven Rhodes, the recently re
tired federal bankruptcy judge
who presided over Detroit’s
complex municipal bankruptcy
case, will be putting down the
golf clubs and heading back
to work. Instead of running a
courtroom, however, Rhodes
will be stepping in as the Detroit
Public Schools’(DPS) transition
manager, charged with oversee
ing the latest reform effort in
the district’s troubled history.
Rhodes’ appointment by
Governor Rick Snyder, after the
resignation of former emergen
cy manager Darnell Earley, is
the latest step in the governor’s
plan to finally put an end to the
districts’ fiscal and academic
struggles. The district has been
overseen by Emergency M a n 
gers (EMs) who effectively re
placed the locally elected school
board since former Governor
Jennifer Granholm appointed a
manger in 2009 to address the
districts’ declining enrollment
and, sometimes, blatant finan
cial mismanagement. Since
2009, a succession of different
EM s have attempted to stem the
bleeding without major success.
Harsh
economic
condi
tions within Detroit during the
last decade combined with a
reputation for low academic
achievement have caused many
students to leave the district,
further reducing its share of
state funding, which isprovided
largely on a per-pupil basis. A
vicious cycle of school closings
and failing academic bench
marks has ensued. Currently,
officials estimate that without
intervention the districtwill run
out of money sometime later
this spring.
Snyder has been working
with lawmakers in Lansing to
pass a $715 million plan to use
state dollars to cover operating
debt accumulated by the dis
trict. DPS would have an extra

Arnade notes thatsometimes
insiders can actually benefit
from volatility in the market.
The crisis was good for many
bankers ... who had behaved
recklessly and were responsible
for the crisis.”
It is usually ordinary
investors who depend on
positive returns to fund their
retirements
or
children’s
college education that feel
downturns the most as they see
years of savings drained from
their portfolios.
The primary issue of the
banking system is not the size
but the complexity ofthe houseof-cards-like interdependence,
which Arnade claims must be
addressed through increased
regulations
on
financial
institutions ifthere is to be any
positive change on the national
and international economy.
Anat Admati, co-author of
The Banker’s Ne w Clothes,

Sir Mervyn King, a recently
retired governor of the Bank
of England, has predicted that
the world will soon be due
for another financial crisis,
as the world economy has
not effectively reformed and
regulated the banking system.
During King’s tenor at the
a
Bank ofEngland, some criticized
Too big to fail is
King for not recognizing the
also too big to
signs of the financial crisis that
manage, as m a n y
occurred eight years ago. Now,
having learned from his own
investors get paid
A P Images
history, King is calling for an
if they win and
STEVEN RHO D E S — Retired Federal Bankruptcy Judge will be increase in productivity and
taking over as the transition m a n a g e r of Detroit Public Schools
banking reform. According to
d o n ’t have to give
King, reforms within the Doddanything back if
$1,100 per pupil to spend on have proposed a plan that in Frank Wall Street Reform and
they lose.
students if the state took over cludes a school board appointed Consumer Protection Act are
the cost of servicing the debt.
by Detroit Mayor Mike Duggan not significantly impacting the
In a statement released an and Snyder that would slowly configuration of the banking
— C hris A rnade
W all S treet T rader
nouncing Rhodes’ hiring, Sny transition to elected officials system, leaving open the
der emphasized the need for a over eight years.
potential for future crisis.
state bailout in order to further
“Only
a
fundamental
Republican legislators in the
Detroit’s recovery.
House fear that a quick return rethink of how we, as a society,
“Legislative action is es to local control would lead to organize our system of money states that breaking up the
sential to help Detroit Public more irresponsible spending and banking will prevent a banks is almost impossible,
Schools address the challenges while members of the teacher's repetition of the crisis that we but increasing regulators and
that are holding the district and union are calling for a quick re experienced in 2008,” King said. investors’ pressure on the
The banks deemed “too big system can lead them to reform
its students back,” Snyder said. turn to local control.
“Judge Rhodes was a natural
Differences also exist over to fail"— financial institutions their internal structure, reduce
choice. He is highly respected who should appoint members so massive and interconnected cost-ineffectiveness and divest
in the city and was invaluable in of a new board to oversee char that their failure would ruin the unnecessary business routes,
leading Detroit out of bankrupt ter schools that have sprung up economy, such as JP Morgan such as commodities.
“Because the system is so
Chase, Goldman Sachs and
cy. Detroit needs strong public throughout the city.
Following Rhodes appoint Royal Bank of Scotland— have fragile, it can implode again,
schools for the city’s economic
comeback to continue through ment of Ivy Bailey, interim pres only grown. Neel Kashkari, and our options next time
ident of the Detroit Federation president of the Federal Reserve will be dire again. W e will
its neighborhoods.”
The announcement indicates of Teachers, released a state Bank ofMinneapolis and former either suffer a lot or bail out
Sachs employee, the system to suffer a bit less,”
that Rhodes intends his tenor ment calling for a swift return Goldman
recently acknowledged that Admati said.
to last only about four months, to local control.
In an increasingly complex
“The Detroit Federation of these banks should be broken,
while a state funded reform plan
and
international financial
up
as
they
“
continue
to
pose
a
is passed and implemented. Teachers will continue to fight
system,
it is impossible to
significant,
ongoing
risk
to
our
Disagreements surrounding the for a locally elected and empow
determine
exactly what will set
reform legislation still need to ered school board, and it is our economy."
off
the
next
financial crisis or
Moreover,
former
Wall
sincere hope that Judge Rhodes’
be resolved.
Although there is agreement transitional leadership moves Street trader for Citibank Chris how large itwill be. No matter
that control over the district us closer to that goal and away Arnade adds that “too big to the cause, however, the safe bet
should ultimately be returned from the failed emergency man fail is also too big to manage,” is that U.S. taxpayers will be
as many investors “get paid if once again be forced to help
to the school board, the bills in ager system,” Bailey said.
Only time will tell if Rhodes’ they win and don’t have to give pick up the pieces.
troduced in the two legislative
chambers differ in when control years of experience managing anything back ifthey lose.”
should be given to locally elect complex bankruptcy cases will
give him the experience neces
W a n t to write for the World Section? Email:
ed officials.
The
Senate’s legislation sary to help set Michigan’s most
alexander.belica@hope.edu
would return control to a locally troubled school district back on
alexander.swain@hope.edu
elected board by January of next the right path.
year, while House lawmakers
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The future of translational medicine
Alex Swain
C o -E d i t o r W o r l d
© D N A A lexS w a i n

Current state of
antibiotics

COOH
W ikipedia

C O R E S T R U C T U R E O F PEN IC IL LI N

It has now been 88 years
since the rise of penicillin and the time, the immune system is
other related antibiotics have able to dispose of the invader.
unleashed an onslaught on But, when they can’t, disease
bacterial pathogens that were, spreads, and people die.
Death is one of the primary
once, major agents of human
despair and death. The rise of events that drives human
antibiotics was, and arguably is, innovation. Our aversion to
one of the defining moments in death, and desire to continue
human history; a moment when living, have driven agricultural
Homo sapiens outwitted some revolutions, and are now driving
of our most ancient adversaries massive biological innovations.
that have plagued us and our Bacteria, viruses, plagues and
ancestors, quite literally, since disease have, and continue to
be, one of the primary agents of
the dawn of life itself.
Bacteria are not inherently death that we continue to fight
malicious creatures. They, like against.
The discovery of antibiotics
anything else, simply “want” to
survive. To live long, prosper gave us the ability to fight
and continue passing on their back against bacteria. These
genetic information. When
compounds were capable of
bacteria happen to find a niche inhibiting key components of
in an environment well suited to bacterial replicative systems,
their replication, such as some often allowing our immune
of our warm and nutrient-rich system to get an upper hand on
tissues, they begin to change the the situation.
Take, for instance, penicillin:
environment. This change, in
part, causes our bodies to begin a commonly known and wellto react violently against the utilized antibiotic, one of the
bacteria. An all-out war erupts first of its kinds to be found.
between our immune system They fall under a group of
and the invading host. Much of compounds called beta-lactams,

which work by inhibiting cellwall formation in bacteria.
Most bacteria have, for
instance, a suit of armor that
helps not only defend them
but helps keep their structure
and assist in the movement of
molecules from their internal
environment to the external
environment. When inhibited,
the bacteria are unable to
replicate as rapidly as normal,
allowing our immune systems
to take the upper hand and
remove the bacterial invaders.
The world at large, and
especially the United States, is
currently entering a veritable
drought of antibiotics. As we
have pumped, swallowed and
injected numerous antibiotic
compounds into our bodies
to cure ourselves of our
afflictions, natural selection
has taken hold. It appears, in
many aspects, that humanity
is not yet free of the evolution
driving both us, our innovation
and our greatest adversaries. It
isan ancient and ever-ongoing
tug-of-war.
Bacteria have mutated in
response to environmental
pressures. As we have been
decimating populations of
bacteria, there have been
some, by sheer statistical
chance, that have accrued
mutations that enable them to

Reformists win big in Iran
K a a n Kurtulus
G

uest

W

riter

On Feb. 26, Iran held its
10th parliamentary election in
the era of the Islamic Republic,
and its 35th since the Persian
Constitutional
Revolution.
In it, the seats for the Islamic
Consultative Assembly were up
for grabs.
As one of the most stable and
economically powerful nations
in the Middle East, the Iranian
elections have been a major
topic throughout the world.
Early results, as of Monday,
Feb. 29, showed the moderate
Reformists
making
strong
gains in the popular vote. The
Reformists
primarily
back
the current President Hassan
Rouhani, a man who has been
a key player in building bridges,
rather than walls, for the
nation of Iran. It was under his
leadership that the historic deal
was reached between the United
States and Iran that would limit
Iran’s nuclear program while
removing sanctions that had
been inflicting grievous wounds
upon the Iranian economy and
itssubsequent currency.
As of Monday, Feb. 29, all 30
seats that are reserved for the
Tehran province are expected to
be won by supporters of Hassan
Rouhani. The Reformists were
also expected to get 13 of 16
seats in the Assembly of Experts
in the Tehran province.
On Feb. 26, the citizens voted
for two integral “houses" of the
government: the Parliament

(290 seats) and the Assembly
of Experts (88 seats). Think of it
as the House of Representatives
and the Senate making up the
Congress.
The Parliament is run by
the President of Iran. The
government is chosen by the
Parliament, and ,the Assembly
of Experts elects the most
important religious leader of the
country: the Supreme Leader,
who reigns as the head of the
country. Parliament is also
responsible for passing laws and
approving the national budget,
among other tasks.
Many people thought of this
election as a referendum for
current president Rouhani’s
policies. Rouhani has been
seen as a “Western-friendly"
president by many. At the center
of his policies was the nuclear
agreement with the West. If
Parliament has more reformists
and moderates who mostly
support the reformist policies,
it will be easier for Hassan
Rouhani to make this policies a
reality.
“In this campaign, Rouhani
and his coalition Jiave been
saying that the nuclear deal was
the first step to ecohomk and
political dignity, and thatithese
elections were the next step,”
said Reza Marashi, ^ regfearch
director of a non-partisan,
non-profit organization called
the National Iranian American
Council that aims to create
greater understanding between
Iranians and Americans.______

The
conservative
side
has been outraged with the
reformists and moderates. They
have been accusing them of
selling off their country’s values
and being under too much ofthe
West’sinfluence. Itwas reported
that conservatives tried to push
some moderate members out of
elections.
Lately, fran has been trying to
become closer; to the West. As
ISIS, a primary enemy of Iran,
has been growing in power, the
adage “the enemy of my enemy
is my friend" may be becoming
ever truer. ISIS represents an
extreme form of Sunni Islam,
while Iran is the last major
stronghold of Shia Islam. The
two have been bitter enemies for
much of modern history, similar
to the Catholic and Protestant
divides of Europe.
This is the first time both of
the Parliament and Assembly
of Experts will be elected in the
same election. More reformists
and moderates elected in both
houses means Iran's relationship
will continue to grow with the
West, while more reformists
and moderates in the Assembly
of Experts can mean a more
moderate
supreme
leader,
since they elect this powerful
position. O n the other hand,
a win by conservatives might
result in a huge step-back
in relationships and might
jeopardize all the recent steps
the current government has
taken to become closer to the
West, including the nuclear deal.

survive the antibiotic apocalypse
befalling their communities.
And, as such, they replicate
and continue to proliferate and
spread, subsequently spreading
the mutations that allow them
to survive our chemical warfare
against them.
The C D C estimates that
some two-million people in
the United States become
infected by antibiotic resistant
bacteria, 23,000 of who perish
due to the bacteria’s capability
to outwit modern human
medicine. Among some of these
bacteria today are the wellknown
methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA)
and
carbapenem-resistant
Enterobacteriacae.
Dr. Barbara Murray, a past
president of the Infectious
Diseases Society of America
and co-director of the Center

for the Study of Emerging and
Re-Emerging
Pathogens at
UTHealth in Houston, said,
"There are now infections that
I see in the hospital that I can’t
treat because the bacteria are
resistant to everything I have
available. The patient dies.”
Whe n asked ifhumans would
ever beat bacterial pathogens,
particularly with antibiotics,
Dr. Frank Esper, an infectious
disease specialist at Case
Medical Center, said, “Can
we stop it? M y feeling from an
evolutionary standpoint is the
answer is no — you don't stop
evolution... Bacteria are doing
their God-given right to evolve
under selective pressure.”
However, a number of new
treatments may be en route
for humanity. A new age of
personalized medicine is about
to hit center stage.

W ikipedia

2D A N D 3D STRUCTURE OF AN R N A MOLECULE.

Molecular therapeutics, personalized
medicine and genome profiling
While the fall of antibiotics
may spell the end of an era
for a number of treatments
to bacterial infections, the
biomedical
science-related
fields have been, and are,
working tirelessly to develop
novel, highly targeted and
incredibly efficient treatments
for bacterial, parasitic and viral
infections. The ideal would be
to have minimal side-effects
while fast acting drugs assist in
canceling the infection.
Molecular
therapeutic
approaches to new treatments
include utilizing R N A and other
nucleic acids as a means to alter
the functions of key viral and
bacterial proteins. Ribonucleic
acid (RNA) is a molecule
utilized for a massive amount of
functions within the cell. It acts
as a messenger between D N A
and the copying machinery that
turns the coded messages into
proteins, while also helping to
direct cellular machinery to
various locations in the cell.
However, new methods of
biotechnology have helped to
develop R N A aptamers, wherein
the R N A molecule folds upon
itself and simultaneously acts
as a highly specific binder to a
highly specific target.
An example of this would be
an R N A aptamer that istargeted
against viral proteins. The RNAs
extreme specificity would open
up the doors to a variety of
treatments for proteins that are
necessary for viral replication.

R N A aptamers would be
less likely to function well
against bacteria, as bacteria
have “immune systems” within
themselves that can identify
and target foriegn nucleic acids.
However, a number of new
therapies are being introduced
that utilizephages to disrupt and
kill bacteria. Phages are viruses
that specifically target, infect
and destroy bacteria. Some
are used today on food, such
as bananas, to help preserve
them and prevent bacterial
contamination.
The advent of genomic
sequencing has led to a wealth
of data and information on the
encoded core of an individual
living being. This information,
however, isslow in translating to
clinical applications due to the
complexity of the genome. This
complexity is slowly yielding to
the power of inquiry, however,
as new maps of gene regulation
are understood, a whole new
world of potential treatment
may arise.
This plays a very prominent
role in cancer, in which genome
profiling of the type of cancer
will be key for the type of
treatment used to combat it.
Genetic variability allows cancer
to respond very differently
to radiation and chemo, and
their respective doses. Each of
these may be parsed out with
increasing clarity thanks to the
advent of genomic profiling and
what itmay reveal.
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Magician’s untraditional show dazzles students
ing overwhelming. Martin men
tioned that he had been practic
S t a f f W riter
ing his magic tricks since he was
six years old and that he tours
When one hears the tagline from college to college about
for a magician that advertises nine months out of the year. Re
"Insane magic, exhilarating es cently, his tricks have won him
capes and sarcastic improv,” one the title of “Entertainer of the
might not expect the spectacle Year” for two years running. It
that Daniel Martin put on for was not the most conventional
Hope College on Feb. 26. Right of magic shows, but the 90-minoff the bat, he was calling for ute-trick set seemed to go by in
volunteers and making sure to the blink of an eye.
keep the audience members on
While itis hard to do stereo
their toes. Almost every trick he typical and over-the-top tricks
performed needed some partici in the confined space of Maas
pation from the audience, and Auditorium, itwas not the most
even when they did not, Martin traditional magic show that
was engaging without ever be those not well-versed in magic

Hannah Winegar

might expect. Crazy card tricks
that were not the usual "pick a
card, any card” kept audience
members guessing as to where
the card actually was, and his
close-up magic trick of turning
a $1 bill into a $100 bill certainly
kept spectators interested.
Perhaps the most perplex
ing of his tricks was the one
he referred to as "reverse pick
pocketing." Martin admitted
that when he was a child living
in Chicago, he would pick the
pockets of tourists visiting Navy
Pier. He even had a mug shot of
a littleDaniel Martin to prove he
was not lying. He called an audi
ence member onto the stage and

had the volunteer explain what
was in each of his pockets. After
exposing the contents of each of
the volunteer’s pockets, Martin
placed his own wallet in one of
the volunteer’s pockets, which
contained his passport, bank
cards and various other ob
jects. Under the guise of making
clown noses appear and disap
pear, Martin took the items that
belonged to him, as well as the
audience member’s own items.
The objects became a sort of
running gag throughout the rest
of the show.
Despite the small turnout,
Daniel Martin is, in my opin
ion, one of the better entertain

ers that the Student Activities
Committee has invited to cam
pus this year. The description of
sarcastic improv certainly was
not a lie. He maintained a con
sistent banter with his partici
pants; while at times itbordered
on rude, the volunteers took itin
stride, knowing itwas part ofthe
act. His jokes towed the line of
what was or was not appropri
ate, but he did not really dwell
on them long enough for the
gags to become offensive. Mar
tin kept mentioning quips made
early in the show to keep the au
dience laughing. Not to mention
that he made sure to give credit
where it was due. Throughout
the show, Martin kept bringing
up the tech crew who was run
ning sound and members ofSAC
who were working the show. He
repeatedly mentioned how they
were a joy to work with.
Follow Martin on Twitter and
Instagram under @IamDanielMartin or like his Facebook page
under Daniel Martin.

T his W e e k In A r t

Wed.

March 2

Bill and Maura Reynolds Arts
& Humanities Colloquium
M e e t student presenters a n d have
refreshments at 3:30-4 p.m. in
the M artha Miller Center rotunda.
Afterwards, students will present
2 0 minute presentations followed
by questions from 4:00-5:30 p.m. in
r o o m s 237, 2 3 8 a n d 239.

“A W o m a n of the Cloth”
Linda Taft Walburn will share her jour
ney of bec om in g a fiber artist, choosing
textiles as her art-making genre and
h o w her spirituality is a c o m m o n thread
in creating art quilts at 6:30 p.m. at the
Holland Area Arts Council.

Thurs.

March 3

Visiting Writers Series
Tarfia Faizullah a n d J am aa l M a y will
have a Q & A at 3:30 p.m. in the M a r 
tha Miller Center F ried-Hemenway
Auditorium a n d a reading at 7p.m. in
the Jack H. Miller Center for Musical
Arts.

Fri.

March 4

Guest Artist
Pianist Lise de la Salle will perform
at 7:30 p.m. in the Concert Hall of the
Jack H. Miller Center for Musical Arts.

All Sons and Daughters
T h e Concert Series continues with All
Son s a nd Daughters’ Leslie Jordan and
David Leonard, w h o will be performing
at 8 p.m. in D im ne nt Memorial Chapel.

Dance 42
T h e Department of D a n c e will present
D a n c e 4 2 Friday a nd Saturday March
4-5 a n d Thursday-Saturday March 101 2 at 7:30 p.m. in the Knickerbocker
Theatre. D a n c e 4 2 will feature choreog
raphy by guest artists Nic Lincoln a nd
Sharon W o n g a nd faculty m e m b e r s
M at th ew Farmer, Crystal Frazier, Linda
Gra ha m, Steven lannacone, Julie P o w 
ell a nd Angie Yetzke.

Leo wins, racism addressed at 88th Oscars
Becky Downing
A r t s C o -E d i t o r
©BECKYJODOWNING

The 88th annual Academy
Awards premiered on Feb. 28.
Hosted by Chris Rock, the event
made headlines for itslack ofdi
versity after nominations were
announced earlier this year.
This controversy eventually es
calated, as people shared their
disapproval of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sci
ences using #OscarsSoWhite
online. Therefore, all eyes were
on this year's Academy Awards
and specificallyitshost, as many
wondered how Rock would ad
dress the issue.
Rock did not disappoint, as
he immediately brought up the
issue of race during his mono
logue, addressing rumors that
he would quit the hosting gig.
“I thought about quitting,”
Rock said. “Ithought about quit
ting real hard. But, I realized,
they’re going to have an Oscars
anyway. They’re not gonna can
cel the Oscars because I quit.
You know?”
Rock also used his role as host
to explain the controversy from
his perspective.
“It’s not about boycotting
anything. It’s just, we want op
portunity. W e want the same
opportunities as white actors,”
Rock said.
However, Rock did step away
from hard issues throughout
the night. To liven things up, he
asked the audience to buy Girl
Scout cookies from his daugh
ters. In a moment similar to the
86th Academy Awards when
host Ellen Degeneres bought
pizza for everyone, Rock’s
daughters and their troop pa
raded around the audience with
boxes of Thin Mints, Tagalongs
and Samoas. In the end, Rock
announced that the girls had
raised $65, 243.

When itcomes to the awards,
it was a night full of surprises.
The firstaward ofthe night went
to “Spodight” for Best Original
Screenplay. The movie, which
centers on a team of journal
ists investigating child abuse in
the Catholic church, had gained
wide critical acclaim since its
opening, and many wondered
whether it or “The Revenant"
would eventually win Best Pic
ture.
Later, “The Danish Girl's” Ali
cia Vlkander took home an Os
car for Best Supporting Actress.
“I want to thank... my m o m
and dad,” Vikander said during
her acceptance speech. “Thank
you for giving me the belief
that anything can happen, even
though I would have never be
lieved this.”
A big winner of the night was
"Mad Max: Fury Road.” It won
Oscars for Film Editing, Cos
tume Design, Makeup, Sound
Editing, Sound Mixing, and
Production Design. The only
awards itwas nominated for but
didn’t win were Best Director
and Best Picture.
The biggest upset of the night
came when Slyvestor Stallone
did not take home the Best Sup
porting Actor award for repris
ing his role of Rocky Balboa in
“Creed.” Instead, Mark Rylance
won the honor for playing a Rus
sian spy in Steven Spielberg’s
“Bridge of Spies.” He thanked
the iconic director during his
acceptance speech.
“I've always just adored sto
ries... so for me to have the
chance to work with one of the
greatest storytellers of our time,
Steven Spielberg, it’s been such
an honor,” Rylance said.
Best Song nominees took to
the stage to perform their nomi
nated hits. One of the highlights
of the night came when Lady
Gaga performed “Until It Hap
pens To You.” In a moving m o 

A P Im a g e s

THIS Y E A R ’S W I N N E R S — (Left to right) Mark Rylance, Brl Larson, Leonardo DiCaprio and
Alicia Vlkander stand with their Oscars as 2016’s winners.
ment, sexual assault survivors
joined the singer onstage. H o w 
ever, the Best Song Oscar even
tually was given to Sam Smith
and Jimmy Napes, whose song
“Writing's O n the Wall” ap
peared in “Spectre”last year.
The award for Best Animated
Picture went to “Inside Out.”
This was Pixar's firstOscar since
winning for 2012’s “Brave.” Di
rector Pete Doctor gave an in
spirational acceptance speech,
addressing struggling kids.
“There are days you're go
ing to feel sad. You’re going to
feel angry. You’re going to feel
scared. That’s nothing you can
choose, but you can make stuff.
Make films. Draw. Write. It will
make a world of difference.”
The Best Actress Oscar went
to Bri Larson, who wowed crit
ics with her performance as a
kidnapped mother in “Room."
This was Larson’s first Oscar
nomination.
However, perhaps the most
talked about moment of the
night occurred when Leonardo
DiCaprio took home his first

Oscar for his performance in issue of child abuse during his
“The Revenant.”
acceptance speech. “This film
“Making ‘The Revenant’ was gives a voice to survivors,” M c 
about man’s relationship with Carthy said.
the natural world,” DiCaprio
“This Oscar amplifies that
said. “Climate change is real. voice, which we hope will be
W e need to work collectively come a choir that will resonate
together and stop procrastinat allthe way to the Vatican.”
ing."
The night ended with Rock
“The Revenant” also won big, jokingly inviting the audience
as director Alejandro Gonsalez to this year’s Black Entertain
Inarritu won Best Director for ment Television (BET) Awards;
the second year in a row. Race however, perhaps Rock’s most
was addressed again during his moving comment on the night's
acceptance speech.
controversy came in the middle
“I’m very lucky to be here to of the show.
night, but unfortunately many
“I want to applaud all the ac
others haven’t had the same tors of color who did not get
luck,” Inarritu said. “What a nominated,” Rock said. “These
great opportunity to our gener problems of today will eventu
ation to liberate ourselves from ally become problems of old.”
all prejudice and make sure that
The Academy of Motion Pic
once and forever that the color ture Arts and Sciences presi
of our skin becomes as irrel dent Cheryl Boone Isaacs told
evant as the length of our hair.”
reporters on the red carpet that
However, “Spotlight" beat out the organization plans to take
“The Revenant” for the night’s action on the issue of diversity,
top honor: Best Picture. Direc perhaps getting one step closer
tor Tom McCarthy and crew to making inequality a problem
took to the stage to accept the of old.
award. McCarthy addressed the

The Tanners are back in ‘Fuller H o u s e ’
Becky Downing
A r t s C o -E d i t o r
©BECKYJODOWNING

On Feb. 26, America’s favorite
90s family rejoined television.
“Fuller House” premiered its
first season on Netflix, featuring
12 new episodes. The original
show’s creator JeffFranklin pro
duced the “Full House" spinoff,
and it brings together old and
new characters for a new show
that largely echoes the original's
family-friendly style.
“Fuller House” stars Candace
Cameron Bure (DJ Fuller), Jodie
Sweeten (Stephanie Tanner) and
Andrea Barber (Kimmy Gibbler). The show begins one year
after DJ's husband has tragically
died while working as a fireman.
DJ is now left raising her three
sons played by newbies Mi
chael Campion (Jackson Fuller),
Elias Harger (Max Fuller) and
twins Dashiell and Fox Messitt

(Tommy Jr.Fuller). Noticing DJ's
stress and anxiety about becom
ing a single mother, her sister
Stephanie and best friend Kim
my decide to move into the Tan
ner family’s old San Francisco
home to help raise DJ's children.
The plot essentially serves as
“Full House” in reverse. Much
like “Full House’s" Danny Tan
ner (Bob Saget), DJ serves as the
parental figure, providing the
life lessons her sons learn in ev
ery episode. Just as Uncle Jessie
(John Stamos) took on the role
as the wild musician throughout
the 90s show, Stephanie similar
ly tries to make a music career
on "Fuller House." However, in
stead of using a guitar like Uncle
Jessie, she uses turntables and
plays at clubs. Furthermore,
Kimmy serves as the goofy best
friend, much likeJoey Gladstone
(Dave Coulier) did as part of the
original male trio.
The first episode of “Full

er House” serves as a sort of they would not feel comfortable
"Where are they now?” story. acting again after so many years.
Each returning cast member
“Fuller House” writers took
catches the audience up on the this as an opportunity to poke
last 29 years of his/her fictional fun at the duo. For example, in
life. The viewer finds out that the first episode, Danny men
Danny and Becky (Lori Lough- tions that Michelle cannot visit
lin), Uncle Jessie’s wife, are leav the family because she is busy
ing the news show "Wake Up, running her fashion empire in
San Fransisco” to anchor a na N e w York City. After this line,
tional news station in Los A n  every cast member breaks the
geles. Joey has been doing stand fourth wall by staring directly at
up comedy in Vegas, and Uncle the camera.
Jessie has been hired to compose
In another episode titled, “Ra
music for “General Hospital.” mona's Not-So-Epic Party," KimThis clears the house, allowing my's daughter Ramona (Soni
the new female trio to take over Nicole Bringas) buys an original
and start "Fuller House.”
Mary-Kate and Ashley Oslen
Itisimportant to note, though, dress for her birthday. Kimmy
that not every original cast comments on the price of the
member comes back for “Fuller outfit/stating, “It's no wonder
House." Mary-Kate and Ashley [Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen]
Olsen (Michelle Tanner) caused don’t act anymore.”
uproar online when it was an
However, other secondary
nounced that they would not be characters from “Full House”
returning for the spin-off. The come back to take part in the
fashion moguls told media that spin-off. Fans will recognize

DJ’s high school boyfriend Steve
Hale (Scott Weinger), who is
still madly in love with his first
sweetheart.
Since the premiere last week
end, many critics have nega
tively reviewed the new series.
For example, Daniel D'Addario
of Time Magazine wrote, “Any
one who thinks they wouldn't be
interested in ‘Fuller House’defi
nitelywouldn't be, and can go on
about their lives. But the show's
existence is somewhat troubling
for TV's future."
However, star Bure assured
the media that the negative re
views do not bother them. Af
ter mentioning to E! News that
critics disliked "Full House,” and
yet the show ran eight years, she
said, “[The cast] did this for the
fans, and we think they are going
to absolutely love it.”
There is no word yet if“Fuller
House" will be renewed for a
second season.

Opening Keynote Address: Gary Burge, “Five Things
IHave Learned from the Middle East”
Burge shared his personal stories and experiences
as a student in Beruit during the breakout of Leba
non^ civil war. Now, as a professor of the N e w Tes
tament at Wheaton College, Burge is calling on us
to “fall in love with the Middle East.” There was a
sense of urgency and compassion in his message to
all those in attendance last Wednesday. H e ended
the night with two questions: the first asking ifyou
believe G o d loves allMuslims and ifso, whether you
are willing to act on that belief.

Panel of Speakers: Rev. John Kleinheksel, Rev. John
Paarlberg and Paul Verduin, “Strategies For Peace
making In Israel/Palestine”
The speakers all lamented the increased settlement
of Palestinian land in Gaza and the West Bank by Is
raeli immigrants. Rev. Paarlberg explained that the
practice supported by the Israeli government makes
peace between the different sides impossible in the
short term, as Palestinians feel increasingly threat
ened by the infiltration of their territory. Strict mili
tary law enforced in certain districts by occupying
Israeli security forces does not help the matter.
“Although the U.S. officially opposes such settle
ment, there are currently no real teeth in American
calls to stop the practice,” Rev Kleinheksel said.
“Clearly there needs to be more pressure.”

Mohamad Ayman Haykal, “Understanding Syria and
the Refugee Crisis”

CIS 2 0 1 6
Engaging in the Middle
East: Understanding
Contemporary Changes
Opening Keynote: Nabil Costa, “The Middle East:
Problem or Opportunity?”
Nabil Costa discussed the voices of Christians in the
Middle East who are silenced in the media, stating
that news stations focus on the bad that is happen
ing in the Middle East, never telling the stories of
the good that is present. He challenged Christians
globally to focus on effective ways to bring peace to
the area, citing education as a necessary part of this
change. Costa closed his address with five principles
he believes can help Christians view the Middle East
as an opportunity:
1) G od is in control all the way, 2) God is good and
wants to bless human beings with His goodness, 3)
G od has a predesigned plan, and no one can change
it, 4) W e are tools in G o d ’s hands as H e fulfills His
plan, 5) W e need to listen to God.

Short Stories

Nabil Costa, “The Refugee Crisis in the Middle East
and the Response of the Church”
Nabil Costa spoke about the Refugee Crisis in the
Middle East and the response of the church. Costa
explained that this crisis isthe single largest genera
tor of new refugees, with 13.5 Million people in need
in Syria. Churches are working together like never
before in order to provide support to over 9,000 vul
nerable Syrian families that have been affected by
the crisis. The churches have provided food, health
care and winter clothing for the households in need.
Costa concluded by urging Americans to go abroad
and use Christian values and missionary work in
Lebanon and Syria during this Refugee Crisis.

Gary Burge, “Thinking Creatively about the IsraelPalestine Conflict”
Dr. Burge gave an engaging history lesson about the
root of the conflict between the Jewish and Pales
tinian people. His hour-long talk aimed to give the
audience a sense of h ow the conflict has played out
in Israel-Palestine. Burge talked about the second
narrative, which is the side that is not reported in
the media. H e went in-depth about the history of
the Jewish people pushing the Palestinians out of
their land over the course of 50 plus years. Accord
ing to Burge, the heart of the conflict lies in suffer
ing; both people groups feel like they are victims.

Douglas Kindschi, “What is the Alternative to Reli
gious Violence? A Christian Response”

This session was attended by many Hope students in- I
volved with the dance program. The session opened
with a viewing of the video, “Edge of a N e w Order,” '
a dance choreographed by Steven lannacone. There !
were four exercises following the video, each demonstrating the effects of trust, touch and intimidation
on the body.

Five speakers shared short stories about the Middle
East. The first was presented by Dr. Yasmin Moll
on the power of images with Muslim w o m e n and Islamophobia in America and Europe. She also shared
images of w o m e n in Egypt during protests against
their president. The second speaker, Hope senior
Ohanes Khacherian (’16), spoke about three trea
sures of the Middle East: Food, People and God. Each
of these were shared through his experience in Jor
dan through his childhood. The third speaker, Jessica
Korte (’19), spoke of her experience in Egypt and an
swered some questions people might have about her
country. “No, they don’t ride camels to school. Yes,
electricity and gas are used in Egypt.” No, she didn’t
live in a pyramid. The people there were “aggressively
nice.’” She was followed by Habib Awad, who spoke
about the Israeli/ Palestinian conflict from the point
of view of a Palestinian Christian. His story involved
an encounter with Israeli soldiers which involved
them picking him and his friend up at gunpoint, as
well as the conversation that ensued. Finally, Nabil
Costa came and spoke about investing in the people
of the Middle East. H e ended by saying that, as Chris
tians, we have two options when itcomes to refugees:
either consider them friends and brothers and love
them, or consider them enemies and love them any
way, as Christ said.

Yasmin Moll, “The Revolution Within: Islamic Tele
vision and the Struggle for the ‘New Egypt*”

Majd Al-Mallah, “Learning Arabic in the United States:
Prospects for Deeper Understanding”

Dagmar Kusa (via Skype), “Path to Peace Leads
through the Past”

The power of television and media has had a pro
found impact on the citizens of Egypt in the last
five years, particularly influencing the younger
crowd. People often forget the power of media,
since citizens in the United States have a lot of un
restricted access to it.In Egypt, movements, partic
ularly those religious in nature, can take off within
weeks of production. Yasmin Moll’s description of
the “N e w Preachers,” a form of televised evange
lism, incorporated religion into life situations. The
salafi (very conservative) way of teaching religion
could be seen as strict, but it is deeply devoted to
Islam. This new type of production is dubbed “Ibhaar,” which means, “to shine.” It makes the “N e w
Preachers” very engaging while still holding valu
able religious lessons. The power of this new type
of television production made an immediate im
pact on roughly 15 million people.

Majd Al-Mallah addressed the benefits and challeng
es of learning Arabic. The lecture showed a steady in
crease in popularity for learning and studying the lan
guage. However, the statistics were lower than more
popular languages, like Spanish. Al-Mallah discussed
h ow finding teaching materials was a challenge. In
the early 2000s, it was difficult to find enough people
w h o were qualified to teach Arabic. Besides the lack
of available teachers, classes also lacked availability
of teaching materials. Another challenge to learn
ing the language was that Arabic had two registers: a
colloquial and a modern standard register. The col
loquial register is the language that is actually spoken
by native speakers in their homes and in the streets.
Modern standard register is the formal writing form
of Arabic that students are most often taught. AlMallah ended his presentation with pictures of him
and his students on a study abroad trip, emphasizing
that learning Arabic and other languages facilitates
students to become more globally and culturally in
volved in the world.

This lecture came in three parts: w hy engage the
past, h o w to engage the past and h ow communica
tion can create peace in a bigger scale. For engag
ing the past, Dr. Kusa recognized that opening the
past can be messy, but creating the dialogues to un
derstand the perspectives of others can actually be
beneficial. In fact, Dr. Kusa’s research proves that
humans are more irrational than they believe and
are nearly incapable of thinking without feeling.
Keeping what Dr. Kusa said about theory and e m o 
tion in mind, she used the acronym C ELL to guide
h ow people should engage the past. Consider his
tory, engage memory, look forward and look with
in. Dr. Kusa finished by mentioning that in order
for her ideas for peace to work, people must keep
in mind both the culture and the psychology of the
society. Once people keep these ideas in mind, Dr.
Kusa believes that peace could be possible.

Dr. Haycal started his lecture by giving a detailed
history of Syria and the struggles it has faced lead
ing up to its civil war. The catalyst for the Syr
ian people's uprising was a Tunisian street vendor
burning himself alive in protest of his government.
After this, m a n y Arab nations became homes for re
bellion. Tunisia and Egypt's leaders stepped down,
allowing the people to create new governments.
However, Syria's leaders have retaliated against its
rebels. With ISIS moving into the territory, Syrian
conflict has grown more complicated. Syrian refu
gees are forced to find safety elsewhere. 470,00 Syr- |
ians have been killed, 85 percent of Syrians live in
poverty and 45 percent of Syrian children aren't
getting an education.

Steven lannacone and Angie Yetzke,
“The Body Speaks For Peace: Cultivating Community
And Trust Through Movement”

This lecture discussed in group versus out group,
and h ow they relate to the strife occurring in the
Middle East. Kindschi explained that individuals
m ay think that if they do not share their faith, then
they do not share their humanity. A solution to this
problem is practicing six necessary steps: tolerance,
hospitality, understanding, respect, acceptance and
“holy envy.” “Holy envy” is looking at other religious
faiths and picking out parts that are admirable and
wishing they belong to your religion.

Stephen Kelley, “Ancient Christians and Modern
Terrorists: Are Christians and Christianity Becom
ing Extinct in the Middle East Today?”
The talk focused on h ow Christianity isnot a “West
ern” religion as most Muslims, particularly radical
sects, tend to believe. Christianity, as the speaker
Stephen Kelley pointed out, originated in the Mid
dle East far before Islam came into existence. Faced
with persecution and ostracism, Christians in the
modern Middle East have been forced to leave their
homes or practice their religion in secret to avoid
bringing harm to themselves or their families. In an
America where denouncing or criticizing Islam for
its radical beliefs and practices is common, it was
refreshing to hear a new perspective on h ow Chris
tians and Muslims might overcome some of these
barriers.

Contributing staffin no particular order: Corben Barnett, Alex Belica, Amber Carnahan, Annie Lohrstorfer, Hannah Winegar, Alek Molenaar, Hannah Pikaart,
Becky Downing, Katelynn Dreyer, Amanda Lowry, Adam Nottoli, Hope Hancock and Jacob Lazar
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Let’s talk about the issues:
D o you k n o w where the candidates stand on hot topics?
Do their values align with your o w n ?
Immigration

Tony Bryne
Guest Columnist
As presidential campaign
ing generates more and more
momentum and the dialogue
between conflicting politics be
comes more passionate, 1would
like the informed and socially
engaged readers of this newspa
per to think about just a couple
of things. In short, rather than
spout and parrot ideology; let’s
sit back and reflect on values,
how those values translate into
action and how we might ap
proach that action that isso very
human. Three major issues fac
ing society today are immigra
tion, abortion and healthcare.

What do differing sides of
the immigration debate value?
The left, at first glance, desires
to help those in need, consid
ering the challenges and root
causes of migration, attempting
to legislate according to where
the need lies, even at the risk of
national security. The right, at
first glance, is concerned with
maintaining secure borders, a
stable domestic population, job
availability, rule of law, etc. This
is a crude generalization, but
the tenants at the core of either
case are relatable. Yet, how often
do we really think about some
thing as simple as why we'd pre
fer our government to function
a certain way? W h y would one
policy, principle, or value be
better than another? Isanother’s
lifeand prosperity worth risking
our life and prosperity?
Abortion

What does the opposition
value? One life and the other
death? I think a claim like that’s
pretty short-sighted when pro

choice advocates avidly express
valid concerns for a woman’s
right to choose, the dangers of
unwanted children, hazardous
developmental
environments
and the pressing, global issues
of overpopulation and overcon
sumption. This kind of debate
often boils down to a question
of freedom's opportunity cost.
What degree of choice are we
willing to sacrifice for the sake
of moral and ethical beliefs? It’s
a major cultural conflict with
out an easy solution, and diverse
peoples on either side have per
suasive reasons to support their
view. Unfortunately, the values
at odds with each other are of
ten based in ethical preferences
that have little compatibility.
This is all another crude gener
alization, but the point to be had
is that when we believe some
thing, there is always an oppos
ing opinion, and opinions often
talk past each other.
Healthcare

What are the benefits of a
single-payer healthcare system

Substitute what you gave up for Lent
with these tasty alternatives

Taylor Jones
StaffColumnist
Being Catholic, I participate
in Lent every year. Lent is a
time where you are supposed
to give up something you love
for 40 days. For those who
don’t know me, I have a giant
drawer right next to my bed
full of candy and I eat candy,
just about every single day. It’s
true, I’m an addict. Of course,
in order to be a good Catholic,
Imust give up what Ilove most.
But I like to work the system
and find sweets that taste like
candy. If you are in the same
boat as me, looking for other
delicious sweets, keep reading
to find some of my substitute
recipes.
Just because I gave up candy
doesn’tmean Ican’teat sweets.

4.
Last, put the Oreo balls
One of the things that I like to
substitute for candy is Oreo in the fridge for 20 more min
balls. Yes, they are loaded with utes and voila! You have Oreo
calories, but who cares? They balls. The perfect candy substi
are easy to make! You will need a tute.
bag of Oreos, cream cheese and
A lot of my family and friends
a couple of bags of white choco have given up pop this year; one
late. (By the way, in my world of the best substitutes for pop is
chocolate is something that juice. Lemonade is usually my
doesn’t count as candy.)
go-to. I personally like to make
1.
The first thing to do is homemade lemonade since it
blend all of the Oreos together. tastes fresher. You will need wa
Take a few at a time, and throw ter, lemon juice and sugar.
them in the blender tillyou have
1. The first thing to do is boil
crushed up the Oreos. Then, 5 cups ofwater.
pour the crushed Oreos into a
2. Next, add 1 cup of sugar,
bowl.
and stir it in the hot water so
2.
Next, add the stick of that it dissolves. Once it is dis
cream cheese to the crushed solved, chill the water for a 20
Oreos in the bowl. Use a fork or minutes in the refrigerator.
beater to make sure itis distrib
3. Add 2 cups of store-bought
uted evenly. N o w roll them into lemon juice, and stir it all. (If
a ball. Spread all of the balls out you are really fancy, squeeze you
on a cookie platter and put them own lemon for fresh lemonade.)
in the refrigerator for 20 min
4. Put itback in the fridge for
utes.
30 minutes before serving. En
3.
While the Oreos are in joy!
the fridge, startto melt the white
Hopefully these suffice for
chocolate, which you can do in those of you who need to sur
the microwave. Once the 20 pass their lent cravings like
minutes are up, dunk the balls myself. Just remember why you
into the chocolate and put them gave up what you gave up, all for
back on the cookie sheet.
Him! Happy Lent.

versus a private healthcare sys
tem? Let me just say, the level
of conjecture on either side is
suffocating. One says that a
private healthcare system im
proves quality of care, and the
other says that universal health
care can lower insurance pre
miums, cover the marginalized
and standardize medical prac
tice. That’s a brief summary of
something that shouldn’t be
studied in brief, as both posi
tions make their most divisive
claims with reference to fallible,
correlative statistics and a blend
of informed and uninformed
opinion.
The best we can do is be
pragmatic with these issues.

What has worked else
where, or at home? What hasn’t
worked elsewhere nor here?
Where are the gaps in policy,
and which gaps are we willing
to bear as a community? These
are questions that will still
result in a leap of faith, conflict
and perhaps even failure. But if
we at least understand what's at

stake, perhaps we can have an
honest and productive discus
sion.
W h a t do I value? W h a t do
they value? W h y do we value
these things, and h ow do we
discuss those things without
shouting into the wind?

Democracy is about coming
together, checking our egos at
the door and working for the
greater good. Ifa government
for the people, by the people
can’t address the concerns of
the people, we have the social
responsibility to take action.
That’s the social agreement, like
itor not.
As the Presidential race con
tinues, itis important to stay
informed about these topics.
If you need an anecdote or
two connecting these ques
tions to society, culture and life
around the world and here at
home, I recommend you go see
“Where To Invade Next.’’It’s in
theaters now, and the issues it
touches on are bi-partisan.

Quote of the w e e k
from Anonymous

DON'T CRY OVER
THE PAST, IT'S GONE.
DON'T STRESS ABOUT
THE FUTURE, IT
HASN'T ARRIVED.
LIVE IN THE PRESENT
AND MAKE IT
BEAUTIFUL.
KUSHANDWI ZOOM

PlNTEREST

Put your midterm scores and half semester classes behind you.
Forget how you did. The spring 2016 semester is almost done,
so make the most of the last two months.
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Take Back The Mic
Poems, prose and essays explore struggles
faced by L G B T Q + students

Are w e supporting body positivity
SUdl C O n f i d C n C C O r C n d O r S i R g O b C S i t y ?

Loving your body suddenly means you're not health conscious

After Hart Crane
Joshua Kam

After Hart Crane
Tonight in my grandmother s house
everything leaves.
As Icaress her hands like spreading leaves
in her house of rosewood I can only
think of her phoenix rug
and the white swing, creaking
as I and my brother sing.
Ilike its not being perturbed.
N o w my aunt returns
with my mother from the night market
and dries her fruit on the table,
counting mangoes like
the children of God.
Oh yes, the Lord.
His books stand with my grandfather’s,
asleep. Asleep and, like my father,
angry when roused.
But Iwould not darken this place for any journey.
Would not stain these vases with my breath.
H o w estranged I am from the child
who wandered these stairs and dreamt of rain.
N o w Ihave usurped him, I and my dreams,
and the eyes of the boy Iliked.
I could never tell them of his ruddy,
furious laughter. Speak of his untouchable cheek.
This house hangs on a white hair,
someone said, and Iwould shatter it.
Someone send the Lord a telegram.
Tell Him to wrap the house in many curtains,
but let m e go -like a vine slipping over a wall:
one leafy foot past the gate, the other
dragging behind like a shoe.

Melissa Bazany
Webmaster
The "plus size" debate has
been on the rise within the past
two decades. However, within
the past week, Sports Illustrated
has drawn national attention.
Ashley Graham became the first
plus size model to be featured on
the front cover of the magazine’s
swimsuit issue, alongside UFC
star Ronda Rousey and model
Hailey Clauson. Although body
positivists are rejoicing, former
models are appalled. Former
featured model Cheryl Tiegs
criticized the magazine for its
endorsement of full-figured
women.
“I don’t like that we’re talk
ing about full-figured women
because it's glamorizing them
because your waist should be
smaller than 35 [inches]. That’s
what Dr. Oz said, and I’m stick
ing to it,"Tiegs said.
Graham, on the other hand,
was obviously ecstatic about the
shoot, saying that she was ex
cited that the magazine wanted
to include “women like us," ref
erencing women of sizes consid
ered plus size, saying that “There
is no perfect body, and we
shouldn't be striving for perfec
tion anymore.” She was also fea
tured on Ellen, saying that most
women in the audience were
considered “plus size”, meaning
between sizes eight and 18.

W a n t to $eo your n a m e in print?

gg.

Email anchor@hope.edu about writing for The
Anchor
or
to our S u n d a y meetingt at 6 p.m. in The
^ A n c h o r Office

POPSUGAR.COM

M O D E L BEHAVIOR — Plus size model Ashley G r a h a m
flaunts her full figure, while encouraging m e n and w o m e n to
be proud of their shape.
Models and health advocates
are expressing their annoyance,
saying that we as a nation are
endorsing obesity through body
positivity, asking “where does
the body-loving end?” They be
lieve that if we constantly por
tray plus size images as accept
able and normal, that physical
health will in turn be reduced
because people will lower their
physical standards.
Body positivists, on the other
hand, say that loving your body
doesn’t mean you’re going to be
unhealthier. Health comes in
many shapes and sizes. They say
that self-acceptance is a great
aid in avoiding eating and body
image disorders, thus it’s a step
in the right direction. Very few
people are born with a perfect
figure and metabolism (most of
which is surgically corrected or
Photoshopped), so supermodel
size zero should never be the
goal.
What is the right way to ap
proach this issue? W h o do we
side with?
The answer in my opinion is
the old phrase “Everything in
moderation.” BMI scales and
scales can only tellyou so much
based on calculated standards.

Our Mission: The Anchor strives to communicate c a m p u s events throughout
Hope College and the Holland community. W e hope to amplify awareness and
promote dialogue through fair, objective journalism and a vibrant Voices sec
tion.
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T?)e Anchor will m a k e continuous efforts to avoid wrong insertions, omissions

Every(body) is different. As we
age (yes, Hope students, I’m
talking to you), our metabolism
slows down, which means that
you require more exercise to
burn off that pizza you snarfed
down at 2:00 a.m. this weekend.
The fat, sugar and calories don’t
just magically disappear like
they did when we were 12.
Make an effort to eat health
ier. Get some exercise. No, you
don’t need salads for every meal
and to spend three hours at the
gym every day of the week. And
no, you probably don’tneed that
third cookie today. But as your
health textbook in high school
probably mentioned, the more
colors on your plate - natural
colors, mind you - the better off
you’re going to be. And getting
in a good sweat helps your body
to stay feeling younger, stronger
and slimmer for longer.
You can’t fight the way you
are shaped. Embrace your flaws.
Love what makes you different
from everyone else. Just make
sure that you make a conscious
effort to care for your body, by
filling it with the fuel that it
needs to be healthy. Your body
will thank you for it.

and typographical errors. However, if such mistakes occur, this newspaper
m a y cancel its charges for the portion of the ad if, in the publisher’s reason
able judgment, the ad has been rendered valueless by the mistake.
Advertisement Deadlines: All ad and classified requests must be submitted
by 5 p.m. Monday, prior to We d n e s d a y distribution.
Contact Information: To submit an ad or a classified, or to request a brochure
or other information, contact our Acjs Representative at anchorads@hope.
edu. To contact our office, call our office at (616) 395-7877.
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Habitually Hope: M y identity crisis
-A

Ho p e Hancock
C o -E d i t o r -in- C hief
©HABITUALLYHOPE

Preparing to graduate has to
be one of the most bittersweet
transitions that people face. As I
look forward to May 8,1 am ex
cited to step out into the “adult
world" and especially excited for
my wedding that isin July. H o w 
ever, I am also terrified when it
comes to finding a job that I en
joy doing.
I've recently been struggling
in the application process, ap
plying for so many jobs that I
can’t keep them all straight. I
haven’thad any leads, which has
caused me to question my value
and how I am going to contrib
ute to society using the skillsand
knowledge I’ve gained at Hope
College.
Last week, after not hearing
back from a couple ofjobs Iwas
really interested in, I found my
self in a deep rut, deep enough
that I was willing to openly ad
mit to my m o m that I was feel
ing worthless because it did
not seem that I had anything to
show for the amount of work I
have put in at college.
M y m o m is one of the most

influential people in my life and
has been for as long as I can re
member. If someone asks me
who my role model is, I say that
it’s my m o m without a second
thought.
I found myself going to my
m o m for advice, and I was re
minded as to why she is such an
important person on my life, as
she bestowed upon me some of
the wisest words I have heard
her say to date. She began talk
ing to me about my identity.
While she was still high
school student, my m o m worked
as the manager of a fast-food
restaurant. When Iwas growing
up, she worked multiple jobs to
make ends meet. I have never
seen her work at a job in which
she has not succeeded the ex
pectations of her superiors. In
many ways, I have been inspired
by my m o m ’s work ethic and
have always put my best work
forward because of what I’ve
witnessed in my mom.
As we talked, my m o m re
flected on this part of her life
and itsinfluence on me. She ex
plained to me the influence that
her work has had on her percep
tion ofher own selfworth. Ifmy
m o m isn’tworking, she said that
she feels worthless and experi
ences many of the same doubts
that Ihave been facing. Like me,
she often finds herself placing
her identity in what she does.
She even went as far to apol
ogize for ever making me feel
that I needed to place so much
emphasis on my work to make
her happy. Iwas shocked at this

notion and encouraged her that
she taught me how to work hard
but me placing my identity in
what I do is not because of her
prodding.
Tears were readily streaming
down my face, and between my
tears and those of my mom, we
started talking about where we
should be finding our identity.
Instead of placing our identity
in works, our identity isfound in
Jesus Christ alone.
When we accept Christ and
His sacrifice to save our sins, we
are accepted into the family of
God as Christians. 2 Corinthi
ans 5:17 says that we become a
new creation, leaving our old life
behind. W e are no longer crea
tures of this world, we are wel
comed into the family of God
and find our value in Christ.
As ifthat is not enough, God
promises to work everything for
the good of those who love Him
(Romans 8:28). Often, I think
that this verse is taken out of
context and used to declare that
God promises that our lives will
always work out how we want
them to. While this is not true,
Christians are not exempt from
facing trials, itis true that in the
end, when we are living for eter
nity in heaven, we can expect to
live in the goodness of commu
nity with Jesus.
When I try to find my iden
tity in my own doing, I will in
evitably fail. Someone could
call me tomorrow and offer me
a full-time job doing something
that I would love with a decent
salary to match, but I will never

find long-term fulfillment in any
those things. I can find fulfill
ment, value and identity in one
place and one place alone - my
walk with Christ.
After talking about identity,
my m o m had one more nugget
of knowledge that she shared
with me. She discussed the
importance of allowing myself
to rely on other people. Again,
she always raised me to be very
independent, which is some
thing I am extremely thankful
for. However, I sometimes take
my independence so seriously to
the point that I won’t seek help
when I need it. While she tai
lored her advice to specifically
the role co-dependence plays in
marriage, Ibelieve that what she
said has implications for allrela
tionships.
A lot of people have ap
proached me and asked what my
plans are after college. When
I tell them that I am applying
for jobs but am not quite sure
where God is leading me, they
usually say that I don’t really
have to worry about it because
my fiance, Nolan, already has a
good job. Hearing that has been
a huge struggle for me. While I
am very grateful that Nolan has
a job, I am having a hard time
adjusting to the idea that Imight
have to rely on him and have
no income to contribute to our
marriage right away, if I can’t
find a job.
Because I identify so often
as a worker and a busy per
son, always committed to some
job or another, it’s difficult for

me to accept that finding a job
might take longer than I want it
to and because of that, I might
have to rely on others more than
I would like to. But really, that
is why God puts people in our
lives. W e all have the opportu
nity to be a part of all kinds of
communities, which is amaz
ing! I should be embracing the
people God puts in my life, not
pushing them away when some
thing does not go exactly how I
want itto.
This does not mean that I am
going to stop pursuing a job. I
have too many goals and aspira
tions to give up, but my conver
sation with my m o m really shed
some light on obstacles that I
had seen as impassable.
As Isaid, lifeisn’talways easy,
and I have to make a daily deci
sion to follow Christ and trust in
His plan for my life. Although
graduation is not getting any
further away, and I continue to
question how God is going to
best use my talents and skills
that He has blessed me with to
serve Him through the job Ipur
sue, Jesus is always right there,
reminding me that my identity
is in Him. He has a plan greater
than anything that I could ever
dream up by m y own will. If I
continue to remind myself of
this, I can face graduation con
fidently, knowing that the One
who gave His lifefor the forgive
ness of my sins is in control of
every step that I take.

Sporty Spice: The good
in feeling vulnerable

Nicole Metzler
C o -E d i t o r -in- C hief
@NIC0LE_JA

Feb. 29 was the first day I’d
ever worn sweatpants in public.
Itwas a pretty big deal for me. I
had been feelinghorribly sick for
some time and was not about to
put jeans on to go to production
night. At first, Ifeltvulnerable. I
wasn’t dressed nicely at all and I
feltlike Istood out. Soon, I real
ized that wearing sweatpants in
public is just like wearing them
in private: really comfortable.
Especially when you’re sick.
I heard someone say the oth
er day that feeling vulnerable
was a good thing every now and
then. It brings you out of your
comfort zone and expands your
viewpoints, even in seemingly
trivial situations like mine.
I guess if there’s one thing I
could learn from my experience
wearing sweatpants in public,

it’s that Itake myself too serious
ly sometimes. I’ve mentioned
this flaw of mine in previous
columns. Ialways feel like I have
to have itall together, or at least
look like I do. And no, I'm not
going to change my ways and
suddenly start wearing sweats
every day (not that there's any
thing wrong with that), but I
know that I need to stop com
paring myself to others.
Feeling vulnerable can be a
good thing. There is a lot that
you can learn when you put
THE A N C H O R KICKS OFF CIS — (Left to Right) Hope Hancock (’16), Alek Molenaar
yourself out there. When you
(’16), Duncan MacLean (’16) and Nicole Metzler (’16) were Invited to the CIS opening din
avoid vulnerable situations,
ner to represent The Anchor. Check out The Anchor’s coverage of CIS on page 7.
you're already shaming certain
parts of yourself. Say you have
the chance to perform a solo at
an orchestra concert, but you’re
You have to be willing to leap of The Anchor and am hyper in, go for it. Feeling vulnerable
afraid of what people will say from your comfort zone every involved with broadcasting and and scared isa good thing. That’s
about your musicality, so you once in a while. I write this like film. I was a timid, very quiet how you know you’re doing it
don’t do it.The avoidance of the it'san easy thing to do, but Ireal person when I first came to right. It’s healthy to feel ner
vulnerability makes it so much ize it’s often the hardest.
Hope. N o w I bring a whole new vous, even if what you’re doing
easier to say bad things about
Taking a step away from my meaning to the word obnoxious. is something you’re confident
yourself, like, “I’m not good comfort zone has given me so
No matter what people say to about. Always push yourself to
enough for this.”
much substance to my life. If you, you have to push through. be better. Never settle for less
Stop talking yourself out of you had asked me freshman year I've had professors tell me Ican’t than your best.
incredible experiences because what my college life would turn do this or I’ll never be able to
Being vulnerable may mean
you're scared. Being scared can out to be, I’d probably say that do that, but there’s a reason so that you rise to stardom, or it
be a good thing. It reminds me if I could work up the courage, many acceptance speeches say could mean that you strike out.
of the quote from Ellen Johnson I'd write for the school news something along the lines of, But know that even in the tough
Sirleafthat says, “Ifyour dreams paper and maybe get involved “This is for those who always moments, what you’re doing is
do not scare you, they are not with another group on campus. doubted me."
important. Don’t let the world
big enough."
N o w I’m the Co-Editor-in-Chief
So whatever you’re interested miss out on you.

2016 DIVISION IIIMEN'S TOURNAMENT BRACKET
In B rief
First Round
March J/4

Second Round
March 5

Sectionali
March 11-12

Semifinals
March IS

Final
March 19

Semifinals
March IS

Sectionals
March 11-12

Second Round
March S

Fint Round
March 3/4

atAuqustana (26-1)

at Benedictine (27-0)

Westminster, Mo. (12-15)
at Texas Lutheran (21-6)
Hope (23-3)
Harthrt-Sttrimons (16-10)
Mount St Joseph (18-9)
at Ohio Wesleyan (23-4)
at Emory (18-7)
Pitt-GreensDun) (19-9)
Covenant (18-9)
LaGranqa (206)
Birmingham-Southern (226)
at S!. Nocben (23-2)
al St Thomas (24-2)
Norttwrestem. Minn. (22-S)
Central (19-9)
North Central, III.(19-7)
Elmhurst (216)
UW-Oshkosh (18-9)
at John Carroll (25-3|
at Whitworth (26-1)

St- Vincent (22-6)

at Whitman (22-4)
Chapman (206)
at Amherst (22-5)
alChristopher Newport (26-1)

NATIONAL
CHAMPION

Lycoming (19-9)

DIM BRACKETS RELEASED
Division III N C A A Tourna
ment brackets were released this
past weekend. In the men’s tour
nament, Hope College is sched
uled to take on Mount St. Joseph
University in the first round,
a team far behind the Flying
Dutchmen in record. Provided
they take a win, Hope will move
on to take on the winner of Augustana College and Westmin
ster, Mo. College, the team with
the worst record in the tourna
ment. The women are sched
uled to take on Carnegie Mellon
University. A win will put them
against the winner of the Ohio
Northern University and Deni
son University game.

Brooklyn (226)
NYU (206)
at Susquehanna (23-d)
al Stockton (216)
SUNY-OtdWesttxJV(19-8)
Keene Slate (18-10)
Salisbury (216)

SHERIDAN DIVES INTO
NATIONALS

MkkSetxry (17-10)
at Plattsburgh Stale (21-5)
at Marietta (256)
Fitchtxjq State (18-9)

For the best Division III
basketball coverage, go to
D3hoops.com I

Trinity. C o m (19-7)

Gwynedd Mercy (216)
Oswego State (206)

Johnson S Wales (26-2)

Delaware Valley (20-7)

at Tufts (298)__________

at Catholic (22-5)

Southern Vermont (24-3)

Endicott (18-10)

Franklin & Marshall (22-5)

Wooster (21-7)

SkrOmcre (18-8)________

Lancaster Bible (276)

Dill madness begins

Diver Sarah Sheridan quali
fied for the N C A A Division III
Championship for the third
straight season. This competi
tion will take place in Greens
boro, N C in a month and
Sheridan, along with five other
swimmers, will compete to be
the best of the best. Along with
her third trip to the Champion
ship, Sheridan also gained her
fourth All-American honors.
At Nationals last year, Sheridan
took home second place in the
3-meter dive and second place
in the 1-meter dive. She’ll look
to take first place in her final
trip.

HOPE COLLEGE ALL-MIAA
FIRST TEAM ATHLETES

2016 DIVISION IIIWOMEN'S TOURNAMENT BRACKET
First Round
March 4

Second Round
March S

Sectionals
March 11-12

Semifinals
March 19

Final
April 4, Indianapolis

Semifinals
March 19

Sectionals
March 11-12

Second Round
MarchS

First Round
March4

at Thomas More (27-0)

at Scranlon (27-0)

La Roche (24-3)_______

WPl (24-4)

Gutforq (21-5)

Marymount (22-5)

J4«xiUJnion_(20-7)_^_

Cabrini (19-9)

Lynchburt} (24-4)_______

al Muhlenberg (24-2)

|______
Brmingham-Southem (24-3)

Si John Fisher (22-4)

al Maryville, Term. (24-3)

Si Joseph's. Maine (23-5)

Mary Washington (24-4)

Christopher Newport (22-4)

at Hope (26-1)________

at Montclair State (21-6)

Carnegie Mellon (19-6)

SUNYIT (23-5)

Ohio Northern (22-4)

Albnghl (25-2)

Oerason (23-d)________

Husson (21-6)

at Washington U (20-5)

Tufts (23-3)

Greenville (20-7)

Regs, Mass. (24-3)

UW-VVhilgwater(19-7)

at U of New England (25-3)

Blufflon (25-2)________

Moravian (19-7)

Amhersl (26-1)________

George Fox (27-0)

______

|
Eastern Connectieul (22-6)

NATIONAL
CHAMPION

at Rowan (22-6)_______

Si Notbert (21-4)
at UW-Stevens Pont (20-7)

SUNY NgerPaltz (21-6)

CePauw (22-6)

at Stevens (21-6)

atTexas-Tyler (27-1)

______

|
SUNY-Old Westbury (23-5)

U C Santa Cmz (15-11)

SUNY Geneseo (20-7)

Ctaremonl-Mudd-Scripps (22-5)

FDU-Flortiam (21-6)

Trinity. Texas (22-5)

al Bowdon (20-6)

at UW-Oshkosh (22-5)
UW-Supenor (240)

Westfield Stale (20-7)

For the best Division III
basketball coverage, go to
D3hoops.coml

NYU (18-7)___________

Wartburg (19-7)

Letvnan (20-7)

Wisconsin Lutheran (20-7)

at Rochester (20-6)

Si Thomas (24-3)

Johnson a Wales (24-3)

_

Loras (196)

Slocklon (21-6)________

al UW-River Falls (22-5)

Clarkson (22-5)_______

Wheaton (III)(226)

W o m e n ’s swimming and dive:
Sarah Sheridan (’16)
Elizabeth Fris (’17)
Molly Meyer (T7)
Klare Northuis (T6)
Chloe Palajac (T8)
Jorgie Watson (T6)
Men’s swimming and dive:
Duncan MacLean (16)
Jean Luc Miralda (17)
Men’s basketball:
Ben Gardner (16)
W o m e n ’s basketball:
Angelique Gaddy (17)
Maura McAfee (16)

W O M E N ' S LACROSSE
TAKES SEASON OPENER
The Flying Dutch lacrosse
team defeated Otterbein Uni
versity 10-8 in their season
opener on Feb. 26. This opening
game was a nonleague match.
Dana Kym (17) led the team in
scoring with 4 goals, while Abigale Cassella (16) and Hannah
VanAlst (19) added another two
goals apiece. The final points
were scored by Madeline Shupe
(19) and Alexandra Webb (19).
The team was scheduled to play
their first league game against
Aquinas College on March 1,
but the match was cancelled.

Hope track and field gear up for March Madness
Athletes used every verb they could on Saturday w h e n they ran, j u m p e d and threw their w a y to success
Duncan MacLean
S

p o r t s c o -e d i t o r

@ D

uncmac4

The Hope College track and
field team’s first-ever official in
door season came to a dramatic
and exciting close on Saturday at
the M I A A indoor track and field
championship meet.
The Flying Dutch ran to a stel
lar second place finish, earn
ing four event championships
along the way, while the men
took fourth. The atmosphere
was electric, and the runners
were pumped for the firstindoor
championship.
“There was a lot more energy
surrounding the meet. It was
great competition,” Julia Stock
(’16) said.
The Dutch opened up the
meet on Saturday with a domi
nating performance in the dis
tance medley relay. Each of the
four runners competed a differ
ent distance, ending in a highoctane mile race. The team of
Sarah Neumar (’19), E m m a
Ropski (T6), Rachael Webb (T7)
and Erin Herrmann (T7) defeat
ed the silver medal squad from
Alma by 21 seconds.
The sprinters picked up solid
depth points in the sprint hur
dles. Allison VanderStoep (T9)
and Alison Rich (18) took sev
enth and eighth in the final heat
of the 60-meter hurdles.
Hope’s next two top three
finishes came in the distance
events, where they excel. Stock
(16) took a second place fin
ish in the 5000 meter run with
a time of 18:00.34. Avery Lowe
(19) took home a single point by
Tinishing eighth with a time of
18:53.39.
“W e went to Trine to compete

their scoring roles from the dis
tance medley in the 800, bat
tling each other and the field for
points. They succeeded taking
fifth and sixth and much needed
finals positions for the team.
Marois continued to lead the
Hope sprinters with a fourth
place dash in the 200 meters,
while Pederson secured eighth
place and one point in the 3000.
TJ M oore
Gavin Midlam (16) was
thrown into a relay mix with
LAYING OUT — Kaylee Kish (’16) stretches out In the gleam of greatness In the pole vault.
Jones, Ruff and Salomon for the
one, five, six, eight finish featur our version of March Madness: 4x400. The team took second
and did that,” said Stock.
In the mile Neumar and Ash ing Emily Hamilton (19), Stock lots of miles and hard workouts. behind Trine University.
W e will be gunning for the gold
ley Warner (18) took three and Emily Joose (17).
Dion Goliday (16) continued
In the second relay of the day, at outdoor conference and our his already impressive season in
four with times of 5:21.65 and
the Hope sprinters took home indoor season got us off on the the sand pits, jumping 6.59 m e 
5:26.13.
In the 400-meter dash the the bronze medal in a tightly right foot,” said Stock.
ters and earning second place.
Dutch took another shot at short contested 4x400. Jane Pearson
The men opened up their Taylor Myer (16) snuck into fi
speed and seized the opportuni (16) joined previous medal win weekend with a solid silver med nals with a 13.31 meter toss in
ty. Rachel Satkiewicz (17) took ners Webb, Ropski and Satkie al score in the distance medley. the weight throw while William
home the gold by whipping up a wicz in pursuit of her own.
Prescott Binder (19), C a m  Henkel (18) and Zachary Wil
In the field, Rich and Kari eron Jones (17), Nicholas Salo liams (18) willed themselves
two lap time of 1:00.69.
Ropski returned to the oval for na Winkelman (16) squeezed mon (17) and Benjamin Zank to new heights taking fifth and
the two lap trot, taking fourth themselves into the scoring (16) teamed up to take on the eighth.
eight at seventh and eighth place Knights; they lost on a photo
overall with a time of 1:02.98.
Louis Kopp (19) and Goliday
In the 800, Hope took home in the long jump. In its verti finish by just two-tenths of a both placed in the triple jump.
a slew of points. Webb made it cal counterpart, the high jump, second.
Kopp secured a silver medal
a streak taking gold with a time Taryn King (18) took fourth by
In the straight sprint Boone with a jump of 13.09 meters
of 2:19.64. All four of Hope’s clearing 1.51 meters.
Marois (16) and Justin Freeman while Goliday took fifth just at
women in the event finished top
Sarah Murphy (18), Kaylee (19) had impressive showings in just .03 meters shorter.
five.Nuemar, Warner and Alexis Kish (16) and Hannah Howard the primary heat but fellin finals
The men finished fourth over
Guttilla (18) took three, four (18) advanced Hope’s team to from 2-3 to 5-6.
allwith 77 points behind Albion
and five filling up the grab bag, tals with scoring performances
Ryan Arndt (17) took home College, Calvin and Trine.
walking away with 25 points in the bend-and-snap pole vault. the Dutchmen’s only points in
The track and field teams will
from the event.
Marina Milad (16) was awarded the hurdles, taking fifth. Julian continue their training and hit
Satkiewicz threw the hype five points for her fourth place Morrison (17) led the distance the ground running for the tra
train into full gear with a 26.89 10.55 meter triple jump, while runners with a fifth place fin ditional outdoor season this
second effort in the 200-meter Pearson heaved the heavy ball ish in the 5000, while Benjamin week. Their first competition
dash. That time earned her a 10.50 meters in shot put, taking Pederson (18) finished fourth in comes during their spring break
silver medal and all the eternal sixth.
the four-lap-dance with a time trip down south at the Geor
penultimate glory that comes
The women finished with 133 of: 4:24.43.
gia Invitational on the campus
with it.
points, 50 behind rival Calvin
In the quarter mile, Hope of Emory College. They open
Hope had established a leg up CoUege.
lived and died by Matthew Ruff M I A A competition against Cal
in the long events by the time the
“Conference was a great start (18). He wasn’t quite at 10 sec vin at the Calvin Friendly Dual
3000 meter heats hit the starting to our outdoor season, now we onds, but for those 52.20 sec at home at the Gordon Brewer
line. Herrmann led the Hope are going to really start bring onds, nothing else mattered.
Outdoor Track.
distance crew to an impressive ing the heat. W e are starting
Salomon and Jones reprised

H o p e basketball awaits N C A A T o u r n a m e n t
Nicole Metzler

bid to the N C A A Division III
Championships.
The men's side went into their
The Hope College women’s conference tournament as the
basketball team bounced back No. 1 seed, but fell in the semi
from their only loss in the regu finals to Trine University 82-77.
lar season from Calvin College
It was a close game right up
to take both of their opponents until the end, with Hope slip
in the M I A A Tournament last ping in the last minute of play
weekend. Even without stand with Trine successfully mak
out Elizabeth Perkins (17), ing all eight of their free-throw
the Dutch were able to secure chances. A few too many fouls
straight wins and an automatic made by the Dutchmen and the
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game tilted in favor of the oppo
nents.
Trine moved on to the finals,
but fell to Alma College 62-54.
Both Alma and Hope claimed
N C A A Tournament bids on the
men’s side.
The Dutch won their trophy
on Saturday with a semifinal win
over Olivet (65-53) and a final
win over Trine (75-58).
Looking at the final score of
the game against Olivet, itwould
appear that the Dutch had no
problems tackling their oppo
nent, but the scores for each
quarter tella different story.
Hope was down for the vast
majority of the game, going into
the second quarter 12 points be
hind and the third and fourth 11
points behind. It wasn't until a
stunning performance by Maura
McAfee (’16) in the fourth quar
ter that Hope started to main
tain an edge.
McAfee scored nine of her
game-high 28 points in the last
quarter, helping push the Dutch
from a deficit to a 12-point win.
The final against Trine wasn’t
nearly as close as the previous

T o m R enner

A N O T H E R FOR THE DISPLAY CASE - The Hope women’s
basketball team lifts their MIAA Championship trophy.
game. The Dutch held the lead
for the majority of the game and
looked to be back to their domi
nant ways.
23 points were scored in the
fourth quarter alone to secure
Hope’s tournament win and an
automatic berth into the nation
al tournament.
The men will face Mount St.
Joseph University at Augustana
College in Illinois for their firstround match-up on March 4 at

5:30 p.m.
The women will go up against
Carnegie Mellon University here
at DeVos Fieldhouse on March 4
at 7:30 p.m.
Want to tryyour hand atpick
ing the winners of the N C A A
Division III bracket? Check out
page 11 to fillout both the men’s
and women’s brackets, then
tweet @HopeAnchorNews to let
us know who you have winning
the championship.

